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Warning against risk of injury or

loss of life to humans

Warning against significant risk of

damage to device and plant

Warning against fatal electric shock

Warning against life-threatening

explosion risk

Warning against life-threatening fire risk

Before the initial operation, this instructi-
ons manual must be completely read and
understood by the user in order to
exclude damage to life and property
through the operation of the video
endoscope system (the device) with the
greatest degree of safety. The operation
of the device without the understanding
of the instructions manual is not allowed
under any circumstances. The device has
been conceived exclusively for industrial
application exclusively through personnel
trained in all technical questions and
must never be operated by private users.

For a generally non-destructive operation
of the device, beside the safety of the
personnel and environment, an extensive
knowledge of the device, the inspection
technology, the safety instructions as
well as the industrial field of application
are absolutely necessary!

For compulsory attention:

Compulsory instructions
for a safe start-up in
accordance with regulations.
Reading before the initial
operation is an absolute must!

The device must never be connected to
electric mains, if you have not under-
stood this instruction including safety
warnings or even if you have not under-
stood individual sections or if you cannot
or do not wish to use the device in accor-
dance with the regulations.

viZaar is not liable under any circum-
stances for the consequences of faulty
inspection results, which were achieved
with the device.

viZaar shall not be liable under any
circumstances for the loss of inspection
data.

viZaar shall not be liable under any
circumstances if device parts are left be-
hind in the inspected plant inadvertently.

Caution
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The device or parts thereof must never be
inserted into human body openings
and / or used for (veterinary) medical
analyses.

The device must never be opened by the
user at any place other than the lamp shaft.
Life-threatening electric currents are used
or generated in the device; in particular,
the device must never be used with the

The video probe of the device must never
be used in or in the vicinity of apparatus or
equipment, which are partly or fully ener-
gized by electric current of any type (e.g.
transformers, motors, generators, switch-
boards etc.). The metallic mesh of

In case an exchange of the lamp becomes
necessary, one must proceed according to
the procedure in the instructions!

The device must never be operated in
moist environment (e.g. during
precipitation) nor must the control device

Before start-up, the device must be
acclimatized according to the ambient
temperature. This is valid in particular for
cooled devices, wherein condensate

The device must never be operated with
damaged video probe. There is a risk of
damage to hand due to the metallic
protective mesh (Suggestion: Always wear
work gloves for protection). At the same
time, there is a danger that liquids might
penetrate the probe and thereby impair
the functioning permanently or might
cause a life-threatening electric shock to
the operator! Even the use of a

Never operate the probe without working
gloves! Considerable risk of damage!

Never operate the device under conditions
which do not comply with the operating
conditions or storage conditions described
in the instructions manual!

housing open. The device must never be
used when there are audibly loose parts
inside the device.

the probe conducts electricity and dange-
rous currents are transmitted during every
contact or even short-circuits can be trig-
gered in the plant.

or the operating pendant be submerged in
water – there is a risk to life due to elec-
tric currents!

accumulation during warm-up can lead to
destruction and damage due to electric
sparkover.

slightly damaged probe can quickly lead
to the total destruction of the probe due to
destruction of the light fibers or the elec-
tric conductors lying inside. The
operation of a damaged probe is imper-
missible within the area of jurisdiction of
the European Union, since the regulations
on emission of electro-magnetic radiation
can no longer be adhered to with safety.

At the same time, protective glasses must
always be worn while operating the probe.
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The device must never be operated in
operating environments which are vulne-
rable to explosion or fire risk. The device
is not equipped with safety devices or ac-
ceptance for operation in environments
vulnerable to explosion or fire risk. An
impermissible employment in

The device must be checked annually by
the manufacturer or an authorized third
party for compliance with the electrical
safety instructions obligatory at the usage
site and conformance with the as-delivered
condition of the device. The device must
not be connected to the electric supply

Never allow the device to be operated wit-
hout supervision. For safety reasons,
it is necessary to switch-off the machine
during pauses.

Never operate the device in radio-actively
contaminated environment! Never expose
the probe to ionizing radiation of any type!

Never bring the probe in contact with
corrosive substances of any kind (acid or
alkali). Risk of damage and injury while
manipulating the probe.

Never insert the probe in plant parts the
contents of which are unknown!

For increasing your own safety against
electric shocks with risk of injury or loss
of life, the device must always be connected
and operated via a residual current circuit
breaker system or an isolating transformer.
This can in any case be a compulsory

The device must be transported exclusively
in the transport case conceived for it by
the manufacturer. The device and the
corresponding accessories must be

environments susceptible to explosion or
fire leads unavoidably to a device-induced
life-threatening explosion and to a fire in
the plant. The operator is obliged
to check the plant for substances vulne-
rable to explosion or fire before every new
start-up of the device.

mains or otherwise operated after the as-
certainment of a defect or any deviation
from the as-delivered condition. This is
valid, in particular, if the device has tumbled
or fallen down or was exposed to a liquid.

Never bring the probe in contact with
solvent containing liquids! Risk of Damage!

condition depending upon the operating
environment. For this, consult your re-
sponsible safety in-charge or the
accident protection measures in force in
your respective country.

packed in the transport case only
according to the instructions at hand.
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The use of too long power extension cords is
life-threatening and forbidden (max. 25m in
case of a supply linemade of copper 3 x 1.5
mm2). Hereby, a life-threatening loss of the
protective function of the upstream safety
element is possible. At the same time, vol-
tage differences of the earth potential as

Always ensure that the respectively in-
spected metallic pipeline systems
conform exclusively to a homogenous
earthing potential; electrically insulated
transition points (e.g. sealings, plastic
line sections) can exhibit different electric
earth voltage potentials depending upon

The endoscope system can be connected
to the public electric supply mains through
a ‘IEC-plug lead’ included in the delivery
or a ‘IEC-plug lead’ which complies with
the local socket standards. The system
accepts faultlessly all power supplies
known worldwide with alternate currents
of 96 VAC to 246 VAC at 46 to 60 Hz.

Never insert the probe in plant parts, if
weld or cutting work is being undertaken
simultaneously or soon. Likewise, the
probe must never be inserted if further
inspection procedures like eddy current
or radiography tests are being undertaken

Exclusively theviZaaraccessoryarticlesor
sparepartsdescribed in this instructionsma-
nualmaybeused inconnectionwith thedevice.

Never look directly at the light emission in the
camera head. There is danger of lasting eye
injury or at least a long-lasting eye irritation
with accidental consequences through a tem-
porarily restricted power of vision.

When operating the device outside the
permissible operating conditions orwith de-
struction caused by usagewhich deviates
from the instructions, non-compliancewith
the operating conditions or through the usage

ThedifferentprobemodelsDECam2.4 /
DECam4.0requirehandlingwhich isdifferent
eachtimeanddeviate fromeachothersignifi-
cantlyeven in the technicalspecifications.

compared to the displaced reference point of
electric output (bridged by a too long exten-
sion cord) could cause dangerous electric
currents on contact with the device housing
or impermissibly high equalizing currents at
the probe. In case of uncertainties, consult
your on-site electrical expert.

the plant, which could build up very high
electric currents with sparking and
substance burn-out in case of bridging
through the metallic, electrically
conducting probe. Kindly consult your
on-site expert in advance.

For safe operation, the device needs a re-
liable potential earth (PE) connection. In
case of doubt, an expert or the
manufacturer must be consulted. The mi-
nimum output supplied by the power con-
nection can be derived from the device
specifications contained in the instructions.

on the same plant part. Never insert the
probe in plant parts, which are not fully
switched-off (e.g. danger from rotating
plant components) or cooled down.

of non-original spare parts or accessories as
well as through impermissible opening of
the device, the guarantee obligation or the
guarantee commitment by the supplier or
manufacturer lapses, in principle.

The enclosed operating and application in-
structions of the respective probemust be
compulsorily adhered to.
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Never insert the probe in pressurized

containers or pipelines via sluices! The

entire probe is watertight up to the length

of the probe in most devices but is not de-

signed for fluid or general gas

pressure higher up. Beside the danger of

destruction through pressure forces,

there is the danger of uncontrolled exit of

pressure medium into the control device

via a leaky probe. Depending upon the

properties of the pressure medium, there

is significant risk of injury or accident.
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IImmppoorrttaanntt  iinnffoorrmmaattiioonn

All DE camera systems are custom made
devices with individual design and
characteristics. All products confirm
highest electrical safety standard when ope-
rated correctly in the indicated AC voltage
range. UL proved and CE marked compo-
nents are integrated. However, the complete
individual DE 2.4 / 4.0 series and variations
can not be approved to confirm all local re-
quirements on electromagnetical emission
via conductor/wire and/or field. Conse-
quently any emission to the individual system
can not be tested. For any questions regar-
ding this restriction , you must contact viZaar
prior operating the system in your country.

The attached product brochure is a
significant part of the operation manual.

Please be aware:

::  The DE camera systems are precise
optical instruments and sensitive to 
mechanical damage and constant
vibration with high amplitudes.
Especially the lens system of the
camera and the image sensor are
sensitive areas which will cause a total 
failing of the product upon any kind of 
impact to the indicated zones.

::  The metal strap of the probe shall 
never be kinked or dented; the sharp 
metal edges will cut or short-cut the 
electrical camera conductors / cables 
which will cause irreversible damage to 
the instrument.

::  The DE camera head is emmitting heat; 
this may be considered evaluating light 
output and image quality: Increasing 
heat decreases light output and
increases image noise. Increasing heat 
does cost lifetime of the LED’s and 
CCD. Because of this, keep LED-light 
level adjusted low as still usable.

::  Because of the miniaturized size, the 
DE camera head is designed as item 
not to be repaired; however, always ask 
viZaar for a free of charge repair
quotation.

::  Control unit and camera are ONE
System tweaked for best image quality. 
Because of this, CCU and probe shall 
only be used and send in for repairs as 
a set. Slightest differences in internal 
cable length will cause visible variations
in color and brightness.

::  Any operation under radiation will 
cause a shortage of life-time. Possible 
operation hours of the used
semiconductor material are statistic 
average measurments and never
guaranteed.

::  Never use liquid solvents ( Aceton etc.) 
to clean the camera head! Use slightly 
soaped water for cleaning the probe 
and  80 % iso-propanol alcohol cleaning 
the lens and LED window with a Q-tip.

::  Never plug / unplug the probe
connector when CCU is still active!! 
Non-observance will cause irreversible 
damage to the probe and the CCU.
Preferably lock screws on the probe 
connector before switching the system on.

:: Be aware of static high voltages when 
handling the probe only, explicitly do 
not touch the connector when
unplugged. Non-observance will
cause irreversible damage to the probe.

::  LED Turbo function is a 5 seconds
limited 50 % overdrive of the max.
allowed electrical power for the
illumination LED’s. Constant usage will 
shorten lifetime of the LED’s. After 
usage, Turbo- button is blocked for
15 seconds.

::  Use the CCU backside mounted one-
push white balance button to adjust the 
white balance of the camera image if 
necessary, or before every inspection. 
We recommend to use a bleached 
stainless steel surface without
influence of sunlight or ambient
illumination instead of white paper only.

::  Never try to attempt to repair the
system without technical training.
Inside the system is nothing which 
should be maintained. However, we
recommend to verify annually electrical 
safety (high pot / ground continuity test) 
against the local requirements. This 
service can also be provided by the
viZaar service center.

::  Optical mid-axis of the camera: The 
100° FOV wide-angle lens system may 
vary in a tolerance of 5° 
up/down/left/right related position 
according to the ideal middle-axis of the
complete camera head. Clearance in 
the given tolerance is no issue of
complaint, and may be identified
differently in each camera of the
same manufacturing batch.
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main power supply

white balance switch

5 sec. Turbo LED

15 sec. break

lens systemLED

!!CCaauuttiioonn!!
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Should there be problems or disturbances
in the device, kindly contact your local
dealer or factory customer service:

viZaar industrial imaging AG
VT repair service                                   
Hechinger Straße 152
72461 Albstadt

Germany 

Tel: +49 (0) 7432 98375-0
Fax  +49 (0) 7432 98375-50

Do not send the device without
establishing contact previously
via fax / telephone.

viZaar also offers an on-site repair service
of contaminated INVIZ – devices in
nuclear installations.
Kindly establish telephonic contact with
us in case of need!

IIMMPPOORRTTAANNTT::

viZaar is not liable for accidents or damage
to devices, which are caused by repair at-
tempts by unauthorized persons.
viZaar does not repair systems in its own
workshop systems, which are
contaminated with dangerous substances.

GGuuaarraanntteeee

viZaar guarantees, that all video endoscope
system components are faultless in re-
spect of material and fabrication. The ob-
ligation from this guarantee is restricted to
the repair and the exchange of all parts,
wherein an error occured proper use. The
guarantee starts with the delivery of the
device to the end consumer by an
authorised viZaar dealer or directly from
viZaar.

The guarantee period is restricted to one
year. The guarantee is valid for the buyer,
and/or end consumer, and cannot be
transferred to third parties. The guarantee
expires for products, which are damaged
through accident, transport, alteration,
improper storage or non-purposive
application, or are opened and/or repaired
by unauthorized persons.

EExxcclluuddeedd  ffrroomm  tthhiiss  gguuaarraannttee
rreegguullaattiioonn  aarree::

:: Wear and tear parts like lamps, steering
cables, braid work and light fibres.

:: Assembly groups exposed to risks like: 
Water damage in the motor drive unit, 
revolver 12.7, heat damage to the probe 
head etc.

:: Merchandise like video recorder,
monitor, etc., which have a separate 
manufacturer guarantee.

SSppeecciiaall  ffaabbrriiccaattiioonnss  aarree  ssuubbjjeecctt  ttoo  aa
ssppeecciiaall  gguuaarraanntteeee  aaggrreeeemmeenntt

viZaar does not undertake any guarantee
for damages to the device, which have oc-
curred through the insertion in plants
with electrical potential error.

During application in the hot zone of nu-
clear plants the guarantee claim
expires in principle for the function of the
camera head. This is valid, in particular,
for the CCD image, the optic sensor,
sealing plastics and the light fibres.
For all further guarantee claims of
contaminated devices, viZaar offers an
on-site service against travel payment.

DDiissppoossaall  ooff  tthhee  ddeevviiccee  aafftteerr  eenndd  ooff  
lliiffee--eexxppeeccttaannccyy

All the devices of viZaar described in this
instructions manual shall be taken back

for disposal by viZaar without any
time-limit and free of cost if desired by
the legitimate possessor. viZaar shall not
pay for the costs of delivery. Prerequisite
is   a largely clean condition without adhe-
ring product residues or other toxic
contaminations. The device must never be
left next to household or bulky waste,
but must be disintegrated in component
types and must be introduced in the
commercial recycling system. The device
contains electro-chemical (storage)
support batteries   and minor parts of
heavy metals, which must be properly
disposed of and recycled in accordance
with the valid guidelines within the EC.

vviiZZaaaarr  rreesseerrvveess  tthhee  rriigghhtt  ttoo  eerrrroorrss  aanndd
cchhaannggeess  aattttrriibbuuttaabbllee  ttoo  tteecchhnniiccaall  pprrooggrreessss..
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